
Racing To Profit Members’ Club 2019 

 

Section 1 Strategies: Other Ideas 

Please refer to the ‘where to begin’ document which details the three ‘advised strategies’ that I 

recommend starting with for the section 1 Jumps and Flat qualifiers. You can read this HERE>>>  

The idea of this document is to detail other strategies that you may wish to consider, even if just to 

help as ‘starting points’ before further analysis.  

* 

JUMPS 

 

In-Form Horses (w2) 

• Strategy w2 

• Horse is listed in section 1 as a ‘Jumps’ qualifier 

• The horse WON TWO STARTS AGO, as denoted by a w2 next to it’s name, in section 1.  

Results 

• 2018: 33/183, 67p, +29.85 points (generally available prices as of 8am)  

• 2019: 19/84, 32p, +31.91 points 

• Total: 167 bets / 52 wins / 99p / +61.76 points 

Notes 

• These figures are now looking very good, but I’m interested to see how they perform in the 

coming months. There’s plenty of logic I think for why they may keep performing – the horse 

is in section 1 due to the trainer stats in my stats pack, and therefore it’s a positive that the 

horse is running at a track they like targeting. The fact the horse won two starts back (and 

may have run well/won LTO also) would indicate that it’s in good form and/or was well 

handicapped and could still be so. It’s a simple idea but it would appear many of them are 

priced up too big. Many may often have valid excuses for failing to win LTO (up in 

class/wrong trip/quick return etc) and could still be in form/well handicapped. These 

qualifiers certainly offer a good ‘way in’ for further analysis, before deciding whether to back 

them, but the stats to date suggest it could be a decent systematic strategy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://racingtoprofit.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Racing-To-Profit-Members-Club-Advised-Strategies-2019.pdf


The Elite Squad+ (ES+)  

• Strategy S3A  

• Horse is listed in section 1 as a ‘Jumps’ qualifier 

• Horse has an ES+ symbol next to their name, indicating that they qualified against one of my 

stats angles that had at least 10 winners, and a 25% win SR in the research period.  

Results 

• 2018 : 56/255,88p, +74 

• 2019: 19/98, 33p, +21.8 

• Total: 353 bets / 75 winners / 121 wins|places / +95.8  

Notes 

• One of the ‘advised jumps strategies’ is an extension of this strategy, whereby it combines 

the ES+ qualifier with two or more ‘ratings pointers’ (the red symbols added next to the 

horses in section 1). That’s an advised strategy because it combines my stats research with 

the ratings sets that I use, in theory giving more confidence long term. Also, in 2018, it 

produced the same profit as above, but to fewer bets, and a much bigger ROI.  

• However, as a stand alone angle this one works well, especially if you enjoy more action, and 

in theory it should keep repeating over time.  

Big Priced Qualifiers 

• Strategy S2A 

• Horse listed in section 1 as a ‘jumps’ qualifiers 

• Horse is 16/1-25/1 on morning odds, those I add next to the horse at around 8am every day.  

Results 

2018 Total: 

• 1 point win: 13/241,53p, +26.6, +58.26 BFSP 

• 1 point EW: 13/241,53p, +100   

• 1/2 point EW: 13/241,53p, +50  

• 5.3% win SR, , 22% win|place SR, 24% ROI 1 point win BFSP, 20% ROI for each way.  
 
2019 Total (End March) 

• 1 point win: 3/91, 13p, -26 , -39.7 BFSP 

• 1 point EW: 3/91, 13p, -40.4 

• ½ point EW: 3/91, 13p, -20.2 
 
Notes 
 

• It’s strongly recommended to avoid following this strategy if you do not like long losing runs! 

Backing Each-Way certainly makes it less daunting however long losing runs of 50-60+ (win 

only) are possible and have happened in the past. This year’s win and place % are slightly 

below last year, so far, hence the results to date. This strategy has always relied on big 

priced winners and is 2-3 winners away from going back into profit for the year. In terms of 

bigger odds strategies, Jumps S1 and Flat S6 are better to follow.  

 



*** 

FLAT 

The Elite Squad + Ratings Pointers  

• Strategy S3A#  

• An ‘Elite Squad+’ Qualifier: ES+ next to name 

• Plus 2 or more ratings pointers (the red symbols, eg ES+ H1 I3, or ES+ H3 G3)  

Results  

• 2018: 19/98, 36p, +1.85  

Notes 

• Not an angle to get too excited about yet, however the wins/place percentages are decent, 

and had 3 or 4 of the placed horses won, it would have been a respectable profit/ROI. If it 

can maintain a 20% win strike rate in 2019, I’d expect it to be profitable this year, and even 

more so if you can get on the evening before.  

• However, due to that profit figure to widely available odds at 8am, it’s clearly not a strategy I 

can officially ‘advise’ yet. But, one to keep an eye on, and again another ‘way in’ if you like 

using the stats as starting points before doing your own analysis.  

 

* 

That’s it for this ‘other ideas’ report.  

As previously discussed, I would start with Jumps S1 and S3A#, and Flat S6. Those three won +225 

points in 2018 and with any luck may repeat the trick in 2019. However, those strategies discussed 

above may give you some further ideas.  

Best 

Josh  

www.racingtoprofit@gmail.com 
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